
The diagram illustrates the process by which geothermal energy is used in the production of electricity. 

Overall, there are five steps in the process, but the common process is evident in the Injection Well and 

Production Well. starting from pumping down cold water into the geothermal zone, to producing 

electricity from the generator which is then sent into the electrical grid. 

 

In the first step, cold water is pumped down 4.5 km underground through the injection well. Next, the 

water is injected into the geothermal zone, where hot rocks heat the water up as it passes through the 

Earth. Once the water has been heated up, it enters the production well and is then pumped up to the 

ground and into the condenser.  

 

The last two stages are carried out above ground at the power plant. First of all, In comparison to the 

hot water produced by the production well,  once it is pumped up to the condenser – steam is then 

producedsteam is produced from the hot water in the condenser. In the following step, Tthate steam 

passes into through the turbine which powers it to make it spinand makes it spin.  

Finally, the generator, which is powered by the turbinewhile the turbine spins which is powered by the 

steam, the generator will now be powered by it which, produces electricity where it is then transferred 

into the electric grid via power lines. 
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Most organisations pay higher salaries to employees holding senior management positions. The writer 

believes In my opinion this is justified because senior level employees tend to have more 

responsibilities.  

They also have more degrees and experience. 

 

If companies pay higher salaries to senior executives, that is because these positions come with a lot of 

responsibilities. Responsibilities such as; managing employees, administration work etc. For example, 

the branch manager of a company is responsible for overseeing the operations of the entire branch 

whereas a junior level employee only has to take care of their respective job. A customer care executive 

is only responsible for answering the queries of customers. They are not held responsible if a product or 
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service fails in the market. A production head, on the other hand, is answerable to the executives above 

him if a particular product fails. Obviously, senior level positions are highly demanding. What’s more, in 

order to be able to occupy such positions, an employee needs to have years of experience and degrees 

from top tier institutions. Therefore, in my opinion, the higher salaries that seniors command due to 

responsibilities are justified. 

 

The organisation also gets to retain their key people when they give higher remuneration to seniors. At 

the same time, the higher wages of managers and CEOs encourage junior level employees to work 

harder for promotions and raises. This, in turn, increases the productivity of the organisation.  

- Tangential  

To conclude, in my opinion, salaries should be commensurate with the experience and job profile of an 

employee. Since, senior level executives have more responsibilities than the people who work under 

them, it is imperative that they are paid more. 
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